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Synopsis

o Humans usually deal 

well with frequent 

hazards

o But we don’t deal well 

with infrequent ones

o Science can provide 

the impetus for our 

societies to reduce 

their geohazards risks

o Two Earth Observatory 

examples of “going the 

last mile” toward safer, 

more productive and 

sustainable societies



People commonly 

adapt to hazards 

that occur 

frequently in one 

place



This is commonly true for geohazards as well

My house in the mountains of southern 

California survived a wildfire in 2007 

because fires in the entire  region are 
frequent enough to require mitigation



For the most part the flanks of active Kilauea volcano are undeveloped –
but not completely

Hawaii provides successful and unsuccessful examples of responding to 
frequent volcanic eruptions



But it’s built on the 

flanks of an active 
volcano -- Merapi

View towards the east, 

from Borobudur temple

Yogyakarta is a city that has been 
lucky throughout its modern history



An image of hot 

pyroclastic flows 

streaming down the 

southern flank of 

Merapi volcano in Nov 

2010.  This eruption 

was larger than any 

since just after 1865, 

so the mapped hazard 

zones were exceeded 

and nearly 300 people 

died

Yogyakarta



Taiwan has developed very strict building codes, so shaking alone 

seldom causes buildings to collapse.  This is because, in the 

aggregate, strong shaking is frequent in Taiwan



BUT most citizens and their societies 

do NOT spend much time reducing 

their exposure to hazards that are 

manifest only once every century, 

millennium, or longer.  

A few illustrative examples follow



Taiwan has largely ignored fault zones, because in the 

aggregate they have not often caused much damage and 

were poorly mapped, and because property values are high
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Yogyakarta

Yogyakarta has been 

built on the gentle 

slope of Merapi

volcano.  Old lahars 

and pyroclastic flows 

underlie the city, but 

none have entered the 

city in at least a 

millennium.
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As far as I am aware, 

there is no effort to 

guard the metropolis 

against the flows and 

lahars of a very major 

eruption

A great eruption 

about 1000 years 

ago probably led to 

the migration of a 

great Javan

civilization to 

eastern Java



Sector collapses in the Hawaiian islands 

200 kilometers

Singapore
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Hypothetic

al collapse 

of south 

flank, 

Kilauea

The 

colored 

bands 

represent 

the tsunami 

1 through 6 

hours after 

initiation

Numbers 

indicate 

heights of 

troughs 

and crests

Calculations and 

animations by 

geophysicist Steve 

Ward, UC Santa 

Cruz



Very large, climate-changing volcanic eruptions occur only every 

few centuries, so Earthlings are woefully unprepared for them – in 

particular the impacts on food security

Lombok, 
Indonesia

Laki, 
Iceland

Tambora, 
Indonesia
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Scientists are playing a 

major role in bringing 

these infrequent events 

to the attention of our 

communities, countries 

and regions



Sumatran corals contain a record of large 

earthquakes that extends back farther in time 

than our modern instruments

Surveying the corals Cutting them and taking them back to the 

boat

In Sumatra and Myanmar, we are determining 

the millennia-long histories of great, 

tsunamigenic megathrust earthquakes
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A record from corals that goes back 800 years

Philibosian et al (in review)

Next



A recent effort by 

German 

colleagues to 

estimate tsunami 

inundation for 

the  forecast 

megathrust

rupture

I minute

4 minutes

7 minutes

10 minutes

after 

arrival 

at 

coast

That has inspired efforts to understand the tsunami 

hazard

Nearly a half-

million people 

remain at great 

risk



After the 2004 Indian Ocean 

tsunami, billions of dollars were 

spent to rebuild devastated 

coastal communities 

Subsequent to most of the $7-

billion of “building back better) 

we have learned how often 

these tsunamis happen
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Sediment in a coastal cave in Aceh, 

northern Sumatra, records a 7,000 

year long history of tsunamis



Each of the light-colored layers represents a tsunami.  The 

dark layers are deposits of bat guano that accumulated on 

the floor of the cave between tsunamis.



Dates of the 

tsunamis, based 

upon radiocarbon 

analyses

Intervals average 

about 400 years, 

but some are only 

a few decades, 

while one is more 

than 2 millennia

Rubin et al (in review)



Indian

plate

Burma plate

Sunda plate

S. China

plate

Tibetan block

4.7 cm/yr

Systematic 

mapping and 

characterization of 

active faults in the 

Myanmar/Banglad

esh region has 

enabled progress 

in establishing 

probabilistic 

characterization of 

seismic hazard 

and in establishing 

shaking scenarios 

for important faults
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Oddly, the low-likelihood areas, 

taken together, are more likely to 

experience a destructive 

earthquake than the higher-

likelihood areas



1 unit with 10 %

probability

11 units, each with 

1 % probability, 

yield a higher 

probability than 1 

unit with a 10% 

probability

<

In aggregate, very unlikely events in a country or 

region likely have a higher probability of occurring 

than individual more-frequent ones 



One final 

example from 

southern 

California

1500 years of 

San Andreas 

fault earthquake 

history at Pallett

Creek

CE 18571550

1200

CE 800

1100

~1 meter
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A history of large ruptures of the San Andreas fault in 

southern California suggests that the next big break will 

likely be along the southern section, which appears in 

blue in these figures



A simulation of ground shaking from the 

rupture that paleoseismologists consider 

most likely



The Alaska oil pipeline was designed to 

withstand about 8 meters of of fault offset, 

based upon geological investigations in 

1973 of past ruptures 
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The pipe was put on 

sliders, so the ground 

could move beneath it 

without breaking the 

pipeline



It almost slid off!

5 meters 

right-lateral slip



From Working Group I, Assessment 

Report 5, Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change, 2013.

RCP = Representative Concentration 

Pathways

Likely ranges for 

projections of global 

average sea-level 

rise for two scenarios 

RCP2.6 (blue) and 

RCP8.5 (red)

And as has usually 

been the case, we 

now appear to be on 

track with the upper 

bound 

Equilibrium with 

today’s CO2 levels 

would likely raise sea 

level by about 12 

meters.  

Sea level rise projections, as of 20136



Although scientists have been 

warning of the effects of greenhouse 

gas emissions on climate and sea 

level since the late 1970s, emissions 

continue to increase

In my lifetime, 

there has 

been a ten-

fold increase 

in the rate of 

change of 

CO2 in Earth’s 

atmosphere. 



http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/glo

bal.html
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Global monthly peaks 

www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/



http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/04/science/flooding-of-coast-caused-by-global-warming-has-already-begun.html

This past two 

decades, the 

effects are 

becoming 

unmistakable 

on the east 

coast of the 

US

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/04/science/flooding-of-coast-caused-by-global-warming-has-already-begun.html


http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/04/science/flooding-of-coast-caused-by-global-warming-has-already-begun.html

Even 

Republican 

mayors and 

governors are 

asking for 

Federal money 

to help 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/04/science/flooding-of-coast-caused-by-global-warming-has-already-begun.html


I asked this question of the 
300 students in my class 

last term:  

How much of NTU would 
be underwater if both ice 

sheets melted?

a) 1) Just the entrances at Jalan Bahar and 
Pioneer Roads

b) 2) South Spine, but not  North Spine

c) 3) All but the highest buildings

d) 4) The entire campus, including buildings



20 m 

The entrances to 

campus and 

Nanyang Crescent

are below 20 m



30 m 

The highest parts 

of campus would 

be an island



40 m 

N Spine, NIE, 

President’s Hill, 

Nanyang View

and Nanyang 

House islands



50 m 

Only N Spine, 

President’s Hill and 

the water tank are

above water



60 m 

The Student 

Centre and Water 

Tank are small 

islands 



67 m 

The sea floods the 

first storey of N 

Spine and the 

Student Centre



Let me ask you all this question: 

How much of Singapore would be 
underwater if both ice sheets melted?



Singapore now



Singapore when the sea is 10 m higher



Singapore when the sea is 20 m higher



10 m 

Singapore when the sea is 30 m higher



10 m 

Singapore when the sea is 40 m higher



10 m 

Singapore when the sea is 50 m higher



10 m 

Singapore if all the ice has melted



To move our cultures to plan for and promote 

resilience to infrequent geohazards, we need 

to keep our science in the public eye.  

1) Promote and fund an abundance of 

geohazards science

2) Respond publicly after significant events 

(use events to draw attention not just to 

those events and their effects but to note 

that other places also are risky)

This will encourage the development of 

1) Engineering solutions

2) Sharing of risk via insurance

3) Governmental leadership

Two recent examples from the Earth Observatory follow



Solutions:

The Earth Observatory’s mission:  

Basic geohazards research, toward 

safer, more productive and 

sustainable societies

Examples from our Community 

Engagement Office 

and Applied Projects Group

1) Recent NZ earthquake

2) Phuket project



Kaikoura Mw 7.8 
Earthquake

—Rupture 
Observations









Headline Message
We and our collaborators are offering a proposal 

to contribute to Phuket’s Safe City ambitions via

a comprehensive plan for enhancing 

preparedness and resilience to disasters
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… to foster 

collaboration between 

government, private 

sector, first responders 

and communities and 

to maximize 

preparedness today

… to best enable 

planning for and 

response to disasters 

by the ICC and 

others
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Phuket’s Disaster Resilience 

Plan (Proposal)

… to enable Phuket to 

recover rapidly after a 

disaster and cover 

losses for businesses 

and communities 



Collaborators and Stakeholders
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Hazard Science

Emergency Plan Assessments
Response Resource & 
Capability Assessment

Risk Assessments
Hazard Science

K. Suwith Kosuwan (Dept. of Minerals & Resources)

Dr. Passakorn Pananont & Dr. Suttisak Soralump

(Kasetsart University)

Dr. Anat Ruangrassamee (Chulalongkorn Univ.)

Dr. Chan Chung-Han & Dr. Li Linlin (EOS, 

Singapore)

Emergency Plan Assessment

Dr.Tavida Kamolvet (Thammasat University)

K. Pattareeya Kumban (DPM Phuket)

K. Aslam Perwaiz (ADPC) 

Bill Lokey (Consultant, ex-FEMA)

Response Resource & Capability 

Assessment

Dr.Phumin Silapunt, Dr.Salawoot Herabat and 

Dr.Wiwat Seetamanotch (NIEM)

K. Trakul Thotham & K. Udomporn Kan (DPMRC 

18)

Dr. Kongkiat Kespechara (BP Hospital)

K. Pinya Supochanak (Kusontham Foundation)

K. Jayne MacDougall (Le Meridien Hotel)

Various hotel GMs and Operations Managers

Risk Assessments

Dr. Tayakorn Chantrangsu & K. Wijarn Thunthithum

(Dept. of Public Works, BKK)

K. Pakamas Thinphanga (Thailand Env. Institute)

Dr .Wang Yu & Dr. Chan Chung-Han (EOS, 

Singapore)



Over the last 12 months we have assessed Phuket’s 

risks and preparedness to respond to possible Natural 

Disasters

Response resource & 
capability 

assessments

Science-based
future tsunami and 

earthquake scenarios

Risk assessment
(Population, buildings, 
critical infrastructure)

Identification of 
preparedness & 

response gaps and 
opportunities

Emergency plan 
assessments



We found that possible future natural 

disasters would have severe impacts

Population groups
High Season total 

population assumptions
Tsunami scenario: 
Nicobar, Mw 8.2

Earthquake scenario: Mw 6.9

Injured Dead Displaced Total 

Registered residents ~400,000 8,300 833 5,700 63,134 69,667

Unregistered migrants, seasonal 
workers

~800,000 16,600 1,667 11,400 126,266 139,333

Total, non-tourists ~1,200,000 24,900 2,500 17,100 189,400 209,000

Tourists, high season 215,000 23,200 200 1,500 33,300 35,000

Total 1,415,000 48,100 2,700 18,600 222,700 244,000

Tsunami 

scenario: 

M8.2 EQ from 

Nicobar Islands

Earthquake 

scenario: 

M6.9, KM fault
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A Vision for Phuket

A comprehensive disaster 

resilience capacity forall key 

stakeholders

DISASTER

RESILIENCE:
Minimized risk

Effective response
Swift recovery 

Financial resilience 
mechanism for swift 

recovery

Adequate response resources 
and effective management 

systems 

Effective response plans and smart 
decision support systems

State-of-the art understanding of hazards and 
disaster risks



Synopsis

o Humans usually deal 

well with frequent 

hazards

o But we don’t deal well 

with infrequent ones

o Science can provide 

the impetus for our 

societies to reduce 

their geohazards risks

o Two Earth Observatory 

examples of “going the 

last mile” toward safer, 

more productive and 

sustainable societies



Thank you!


